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Dear
 

Re:  Request for Information – Release  
        Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA)   
 

I am writing further to your request received by the BC Oil and Gas Commission 
(Commission). Your request is for:  
 
Copies of all meeting materials for meeting dated February 15, 2019 at 10:30am in 
CA15169 DM Wes Shoemaker’s February 2019 calendar, “Meeting: Dave Nikolejsin, 
Don Wright, Christine Kennedy, Grant Main, Wes Shoemaker, John Allan, Fazil 
Mihlar, Lori Wannamaker, Paul Jeakins, Doug Caul, Garth Thoroughgood, and 
Jackie Kjos”. Restrict search to named Oil & Gas Commission staff. [Date Range: 
February 1-28, 2019] 
 

Please find enclosed a copy of the records located in response to your request. Some 
information has been withheld pursuant to the following section(s), 13 (Policy Advice or 
recommendations, 17 (Disclosure harmful to the financial or economic interests of a public 
body), and 22 (Disclosure harmful to personal privacy). A copy of the FOIPPA is available 
for access online:  http://www.bclaws.ca/Recon/document/ID/freeside/96165_00 
 
Your file is now closed. 
 

Pursuant to section 52 of the FOIPPA, you may ask the Office of the Information and 
Privacy Commissioner (OIPC) to review any decision, act, or failure to act with regard to 
your request under FOIPPA. 

Please note that you have 30 business days to file your review with the OIPC.  In 
order to request a review please write to: 

   Information and Privacy Commissioner  
   PO Box 9038 Stn Prov Govt 
   4th Floor, 947 Fort Street 
   Victoria BC V8W 9A4 
   Phone: 250.387.5629  Fax: 250.387.1696 
   Email: info@oipc.bc.ca 
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If you request a review, please provide the OIPC with a copy of your original request; a 
copy of the Commission’s response; and the reasons or grounds upon which you are 
requesting the review. 

For more information on the complaint and review process, please visit the OIPC website:  
https://www.oipc.bc.ca 

Please write FOIIntake@bcogc.ca, if you have any questions regarding your request or 
require any further clarification. 
 
Yours truly, 
  

Dana Keough 
BC Oil and Gas Commission 
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The Opportunity: 
On October 1, 2018 the Federal and BC governments celebrated the final investment decision for LNG 
Canada. The $40B investment will transform the economy of Northwest municipalities, Aboriginal 
communities and residents along the pipeline corridor. It will also provide billions of dollars of sustained 
provincial revenue. That reliable revenue stream will positively impact the lives of all British Columbians 
through the delivery of key government priorities such as affordable housing and child care, workplace and 
human rights initiatives, health and education. 

But it will be Northeast BC, the source of the LNG, that will experience the long-term impacts of the decision, 
both positive and negative. The North Peace has been the epicenter of the provinces energy development 
since the 1950’s. Producers are expanding exploration and development as they seek the liquids rich natural 
gas in the North Montney, where a $1.4 B pipeline is currently being constructed to deliver natural gas to 
LNG Canada and other networks.  

The best predictor of future energy investments are land tenure dispositions. In the past two years they have 
occurred almost exclusively in the North Peace. High value dispositions like the 2017 Farrell Creek parcel by 
Arc Resources for $77 million occurred in the North Montney field. There has also been steady, month over 
month infill acquisition of lands south and east of Fort St. John in the Baldonnel, Golata Creek, Clayhurst, 
Goodlow and Flatrock areas. Rural roads are not strong enough to withstand a robust drilling and 
development program. The heavy loads and volume of vehicles will damage the existing roads, causing 
hardship to residents and industries that rely on them. 

Industry is already ramping up to meet the demands of LNG. Petronas, a 25% investor in LNG Canada has not 
had rigs in the area for the past two years. Since the investment decision they have already brought in one rig 
and started drilling. By 2022, they plan to be up to and sustain six rigs, drill 60 wells per year and invest $1B 
annually. Petronas is just one of many companies actively investing in the North Montney, a liquids rich field 
where only 4% of the gas in place is projected to have been discovered by 2035. The current rural road 
network is not capable of supporting this growth in either the short or long term. 

V CONCLUSION: 
Provincial corridor infrastructure studies that government has conducted have so far failed to evaluate the 
critical transportation corridor between energy investment in Calgary and field operations in Northeast BC. 
Over the next 30 years of LNG development and operations, LNG traffic in this corridor will far exceed the 
amount that will be required between any land point in Canada to the west coast. 

Investment in the North Montney is in its infancy. For the North Peace Rural Road network to sustain the 
existing and projected activity, there needs to be a significant, sustained annual injection of investment. It 
must be incremental to MoTI’s annual operating budget specifically to upgrade roads that are and will be 
further impacted by this new wave of LNG investment. Not only will this support gas and LNG development, 
it will protect critical public infrastructure and leave a lasting legacy for residents, Aboriginal communities 
and the agriculture and forest industries. 

VI OPTIONS 
i. Status Quo 

Good roads cost less. Continuing to allow existing road infrastructure to crumble under the weight of 
industry activity will only delay the inevitable investment and waste declining gravel stocks. Gravel roads 
will become more expensive to maintain, rehabilitate and upgrade with longer hauls. Residents and 
industry will pay the price of limited access, excessive wear and tear on vehicles, longer cycle times that 
can affect worker safety and lower their quality of life. The good will towards both government and 
industry that has built up in the past fifteen years as the oil and gas road programs were rolled out will 
reverse if investment is not made by government and if industry is viewed as a major contributor to 
road deterioration.  
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ii. Industry Partnership 
Industry already contributes to provincial revenue through taxes, fees and royalties. They generate 
economic development and jobs in the region and should not have to pay for public roads. However, 
industry may be incented to partner with government on some roads where they have an operational 
interest. The BC government should explore opportunities for the energy industry to voluntarily draw 
down existing royalty credits by converting that provincial liability into public road infrastructure 
funding, resulting in a revenue neutral solution. 

iii. BC Government Initiative 
BC is home to the largest private sector infrastructure investment in Canadian history with LNG Canada. 
The economic spinoffs for all British Columbians have been well documented and will last for 
generations. All that economic development and job creation is contingent on a competitive, well 
supported energy industry that can operate in harmony with rural residents, Aboriginal communities 
and the other prime industries of forestry and agriculture. The BC government must recognize the value 
of the region where the gas is coming from and allocate adequate funding to address the infrastructure 
deficit.  

iv. BC Government/Federal Government Initiative 
On April 2, 2018, the Federal Government pledged $4.1B infrastructure investment for B.C. We have 
investigated the criteria of this program and determined that there is no existing category for upgrade 
of rural roads. In his speech at the LNG Canada announcement, the Prime Minister spoke of other 
infrastructure investment in LNG. There is merit in bringing the issues in this BN to the Federal 
Government for consideration of an LNG road infrastructure program. As it would be delivered by MoTI, 
provincial support and leadership would be required to take this forward. 

VII RECOMMENDATION: 
That the MEMPR facilitate creation of a multi-year LNG Infrastructure program, incremental to existing the 
MoTI District budget. This will ensure that key rural roads are upgraded to a safe, reliable, smooth and dust 
free state, capable of supporting 100% year-round loads. This investment will encourage industry investment 
and development, protect jobs and reduce the impact on other road users.  

 

Approved November 30, 2018 by:  

Director Karen Goodings NPRR Initiative Chair, Electoral Area ‘B’ 

Director Brad Sperling PRRD Chair, Electoral Area ‘C’ 

Director Rob Fraser Mayor, District of Taylor 

Director Dave Heiberg Mayor, District of Hudson’s Hope 

Note:  The North Peace Rural Roads initiative is well supported and represented by task force members 
from North Peace industry rural roads users. Additionally, the NE BC Resource Municipalities 
Coalition recognized the importance of the initiative in their Position Paper on Long Term Priorities 
for Northeastern BC. 
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